-Establishing who is doing what projects:
  ● -Kevin: Blood Drive, Upper Campus Cruise
  ● -Jared: Radio Station
  ● -Nolan: Midterm Elections
  ● -Wynston: Inter-SB undergrad
  ● -Jazmine: CD&C
  ● -Josh/Heidi: Fun Run Committee
  ● -Sam/Heidi: Conversations that Matter

-Conversations that Matter and Fun Run will be the large events that the entire Assembly will be involved in.

-Discussion about Spectrum/Prism

-Investment in Campus:
  ● Potential outdoor rec facility: Beach volleyball court, outdoor basketball, bars?

-Discuss Actions
-First Year Retreat Snack Bill: $200 dollars for snacks on First Year Retreat.
  ● Presented by Nolan
  ● Bill Passes 7 to 1

-Open discussion about potential ways to welcome Off Campus/OV residents
  ● Trader Joe’s Gift Card
  ● Richies Coffee

-Take your Senator to Coffee?

-Continuation of New York Times:
  ● 70 cents a copy, 50 copies.
  ● 1 dollar of 15 weeks?
  ● Send out survey